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shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The luminaire is equipped with front and rear LED lighting. You decide which one you use!The front light has 5 SMD LEDs with a brightness of 50 lumens, while the rear light
consists of 6 SMD LEDs with a brightness of 60 lumens.Battery-powered mini LED light provides soft lightThanks to the built-in motion sensor, the lamp does not light up all the
time, but lights up for about 30 seconds when it detects movement in the vicinity (in AUTO mode).In addition, thanks to the twilight sensor, the lamp only reacts to movement in the
dark.Sensor light - lights up automatically when it detects movement in its surroundingsThis small lamp provides a sense of security in any room!The lamp with LED light is an
extremely energy-efficient solution - it consumes very little energy and the LEDs used ensure several years of operation without needing to be replaced.Ideal for living rooms,
hallways, bedrooms, children's rooms, kitchens, bathrooms and other rooms.360° rotating magnetic baseThe strong 360° rotating magnetic base included with the lamp allows you
to change the position of the lamp as you wish.You can also remove the lamp at any time and use it elsewhere - a very practical solution.
Specification- LED lamp with PIR sensor- Batteries: 3 x AAA (not included)- ON/AUTO/OFF switch- Operating time when motion is detected: 30 seconds- 360° rotatable magnetic
base- Built-in twilight sensor- Front lighting 5 SMD LED 50 lumens- Rear lighting 6 SMD LED 60 lumens- Dimensions with handle: 90 x 55 mm- Colour: whiteSet contains- LED light
with motion sensor, rear lighting Maclean Energy MCE223- Magnetic holder- Mounting kit (two screws, dowels, mounting tape)- Original packagingFeatures- Cordless light with
motion sensor- Extremely practical- Light colour: natural/daily- Very low energy consumption- Front or rear light! A function that is only available on our model!- 11 LEDs for several
years of continuous operation- Thanks to the built-in motion sensor, the lamp only reacts to movement in the dark!- The lamp lights up automatically when it is switched on. The
lamp lights up automatically when it detects movement (in AUTO mode)- Light duration: approx. 30 seconds- Light with eye-friendly intensity and colour- Magnetic holder and fixing
screws included- Easy to install and use- Sensor viewing angle: 120 degrees3 operating modes:- ON - continuous- AUTO - PIR sensor- OFF - switched off
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